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800 MHz Rebanding in 2011?  

• Nothing much occurred in 2010 with respect to 800 MHz Border Rebanding due 
to a lack of meaningful activity by the U.S.-Mexico High Level Consultative 
Commission. The United States-Mexico High Level Consultative Commission on 
Telecommunications met on February 3, 2011 in Mexico City. In essence, their 
Joint Statement vows that “Critical telecommunications needs in the common 
border area, rapid technological changes, and the expansion of wireless broadband 
services make it imperative that the United States of America and the United 
Mexican States work closely together to strengthen the economy of, and enhance 
public safety communications in the border region. For these reasons, both 
countries have successfully concluded the Eleventh Meeting of the United States-
Mexico High Level Consultative Commission on Telecommunications (HLCC).  
With respect to the unfinished business of 800 MHz Southern Border Rebanding, 
“the delegations also reaffirm their interest in reaching a mutual understanding on 
a new allotment plan for the 800 MHz Band which provides for (1) interference-
free operation of public safety services along the common border; (2) Access to 
needed channels; and (3) Fair and equitable treatment of all affected licensees in 
both countries while minimizing disruption to existing users. Furthermore, the 
delegations intend to finalize a protocol codifying the new allotment plan once all 
outstanding issues are resolved. In this regard, the delegations intend to re-
establish the Bilateral Task Force on reconfiguration of the 800 MHz Band which 
will be responsible for transitioning incumbent licensees in the band to the new 
allotment plan. The delegations again reaffirm that the HLCC is to meet once per 
year, and in case a face-to-face meeting cannot be held, a video conference may 
be arranged as a timely alternative.”  ANY BETS ON 2014 FOR 800 MHZ 
BORDER RECONFIGURATION (for a program that was supposed to be 
completed on June 26, 2008)? 

• The FCC continues with its message that Wave 4 border-impacted incumbents 
should proceed with planning and negotiation activities, so as to avoid duplication 
of costs and frequency-specific activities.  

• Sprint/Nextel is planning to decommission 20,000 cell sites – one-third of its 
60,000 sites across the United States – over the next several years, according to 
BTIG telecom analyst Walter Piecyk. BTIG estimates that Sprint will spend $2.5 
billion on its decommissioning effort. Sprint will consolidate its three network 
technologies into one seamless network known as ‘Network Vision’, saving $11 
billion over seven years.  Sprint intends to (somehow) merge its existing 1.9 GHz 
infrastructure with existing 800 MHz iDEN spectrum, smartly recognizing that it 
already owns 800 MHz countless in-building coverage systems throughout the 
country. As a side-note, Sprint acquired the Nextel system in 2005 for $35 billion. 
Sprint-Nextel has failed to show a profit or to break even in the past 5 years. The 
decommissioning of domestic S/N iDEN does not likely affect 800 MHz iDEN  



systems such in Mexico operated by Nextel International. Domestic 800 MHz 
public safety interference will greatly diminish on its own, irregardless of 
completion of Wave 4 Rebanding, though possibly leaving U.S. public safety 
agencies with incomplete 800 MHz reconfiguration and incomplete international 
public safety tactical frequencies reconfiguration. 

• For further consideration, should S/N decommission the iDEN system prior to the 
completion of 800 MHz Rebanding, then a new question arises as to who would 
administer and negotiate the 800 MHz Rebanding program to completion? If 
Nextel disappears first, it’s likely that the FCC might appoint the TA or a similar 
entity as the interim program administrator, adding a couple more years to the 
process. Projecting 2 to 5 more years to complete Wave 4 Rebanding, most every 
affected agency will be in the difficult position of replacing aging infrastructure 
without benefit of Nextel’s money, unless they apply for the SED program soon 
and legally challenge S/N to secure some fixed network replacements now.  

• President Obama recently stated that he is supporting a $5 billion federal 
investment in 4G broadband public safety national interoperability infrastructure. 
This signals the fed’s refocusing on other than 800 MHz Rebanding completion as 
also witnessed by the lack of any salient 800 MHz Rebanding comments by either 
the FCC or TA in the first six months of this year. 

• The TA’s 800 MHz Rebanding Quarterly Progress Report for Q3, 2010 dated 
December 23, 2010 is available on the TA web site. A high-level overview of this 
report and related FCC releases follows: 

 
The FCC has granted extensions to most 800 MHz public safety licensees that 
have not completed the Rebanding process (Wave 4 border impacted incumbents 
excluded), though with a stipulation that affected licensees that lack an agreement 
with Sprint submit a report (by late February or early March) explaining the delay 
or risk potentially significant financial repercussions. This affects around 55 of 
the 900 non-border public safety licensees. The FCC further states that “most of 
these affected agencies have recently submitted cost estimates to S/N but without 
completed negotiations. The FCC is considering a motion to relieve Sprint-Nextel 
from Rebanding financial obligations for any agency that fails to complete 
Rebanding in this timeline or fails to report to the FCC as ordered. 
 
Non-Border Stage 2 (NPSPAC)  
As of Sept. 20, 2010 96% of the FRA’s anticipated were negotiated and submitted 
to the TA. Many of these are large, complex systems with extensive 
interoperability requirements. Though costs have been submitted with some 
verbal agreements, FRA’s have not yet been executed. 
Non-border Stage 2 licensees flashed approx. 85,000 radios in the third quarter 
(first touches), totaling approx. 1.072 million radios as of Sept. 30. Physical 
retuning accomplished for approx. 57% of non-border Stage 2 FRA’s.  The TA 
advises that prompt FRA completion signoff and release will help to facilitate 
reuse of released frequencies to other NPSPAC services in other regions. 

 
 



Program-Wide Snapshot  
 
Stage 1: 99% of non-border FRA’s submitted to TA. 
     97% Physical retuning completed 
 
Stage 2: 99% of non-border FRA’s submitted to TA. 
              57% Physical retuning completed 
 
As of September 30 S/N had executed FRA’s totaling $884 million and paid out 
approx. $521 million in advance payments for pending work and for work 
completed. S/N disclosed that as of Sept. 30 it had incurred costs of $1.32 billion 
for incumbent payments and replacement equipment costs. Furthermore, S/N 
disclosed its own Rebanding support and administration costs as $301.2 million. 
Additionally, Sprint reportedly incurred a 1.9 GHz clearing cost of $738 million. 
The TA (Deloitte) was paid nearly $402 million for its efforts to date. In all, S/N 
estimates its cost to date as $2.747 billion which already exceeds its original 
target costs of $2.5 billion by 9%, with more expenses certain. It’s quite probable 
that S/N will have spent in excess of $3 billion by the time it decommissions its 
Nextel system. 

 
Be sure to carefully read the revised TA Cost Metrics document which has 
redefined and expanded allowable cost tables. Where negotiations and mediation 
fail to result in an agreement, the TA will generate Final Cost Metrics 
Comparison Reports comparing final offers of the disputing parties with the new 
FRA cost metrics data. The revised TA Cost Metrics data would likely weigh 
heavily in supporting S/N’s cost allowance position for most any dispute. 

 

• FCC Public Notice DA 11-823 (WT Docket No. 02-55) dated May 4, 2011 
announces that the FCC shall open a filing window for additional locations 
vacated by Sprint-Nextel in the 809.5-815/854.5-860 MHz band. The channels 
being released by Sprint were previously made available at some locations within 
each NPSPAC region. The  Bureau will begin accepting applications on June 1, 
2011 for facilities made available by this Public notice.   

• FCC Memorandum Opinion and Order WT Docket No. 02-55 discusses a case 
referred for FCC de novo review relative to a dispute between the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts and Sprint-Nextel Corporation. A point of particular interest 
addresses the Commonwealth’s claim for 800 MHz Rebanding reimbursement for 
numerous BDA’s located within its Metropolitan Highways Systems (MHS) 
tunnels.  The parties successfully negotiated an FRA in 2009 though they reached 
an impass on the BDA matter. The TA Mediatior directed the parties to file 
Proposed Resolution Memoranda (PRM’s).  The Commonwealth asserted that it’s 
tunnel BDA’s were the only  
practical means of providing in-tunnel 800 MHz communications and that 
narrowband filters must be provided by S/N to assure ‘comparable facilities’. The 
estimated cost of acquiring and installing these filters is $142,000.  The TA 
Mediator decided in favor of Sprint, stating that Sprint was not obligated under 



the 800 MHz Reconfiguration Order to accommodate an incumbent by providing 
a remedy for ‘potential’ interference or a level of interference protection (BDA 
overload) to adjust to natural market growth and changes in use patterns of 
cellular system subscribers. The TA further stated that the Commonwealth had 
misapplied the FCC’s Rules, believing that the cellular carriers (including Sprint-
Nextel) were obligated to eradicate interference at their cost. Even if this were so, 
the Commonwealth must separate Sprint-Nextel’s possible obligations as a carrier 
from their Rebanding obligations.         

 

 >>>>Next CPRA 800 MHz Rebanding discussion group meeting  

date? Possibly August, 2011 depending on reportable 

progress of Wave 4 Rebanding.<<<< 


